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                 I will like you to work on this paper 2 for evidence base in nursing program. I have attched copy of paper 1, article 1, article 2,  guide line,and outline to assist in writing the paper 2.The majorit                I will like you to work on this paper 2 for evidence base in nursing program. I have attched copy of paper 1, article 1, article 2,  guide line,and outline to assist in writing the paper 2.The majorit

                 Title/Introduction (RUA #2)  Introduction to paper /problem  Problem  Significance and Description of problem (from RUA 1 if no changes are needed) , Purpose of  Paper (Last sentence)  Description of Findings  Concepts – from article , 2 paragraphs needed, 1 paragraph from each article   Methods - from article , 2 paragraphs needed, 1 paragraph from each article  Participants - from article , 2 paragraphs needed, 1 paragraph from each article  Instruments - from article , 2 paragraphs needed, 1 paragraph from each article , also discuss  reliability and validity (R/V) of each instrument. If the author does not discuss R/V, state that  and conduct a brief internet search, discuss your findings.  Evidence – answer to purpose question …did the article you chose answer the PICO question  you wrote? You will need to mention each PICO and answer the above.  Matrix Table – fill out for each art icle (only research article ). You may insert the table here at  the end of the Description of Findings section or you may insert it as an appendix. See your APA  book for appendixes. If it is not in the body of the paper an there is no statement telling me where to find it, then I will stop reading your paper at the references. Be sure you your  Reference is in APA format and you state w hat type of clinical question (i.e. objective, aim,  purpose, hypothesis, ect. This should not be made up, it should be retrieved from each article.    Conclusion  Write an appropriate conclusion , including major findings from each article and i dentify next  step for group  References (goes on new page) 
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